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- IVC has made efforts to reach out.
- Enabling students to receive good jobs.

Collaboration between IVC and high schools.
- Would like to see expansion online.
- Teachers can travel to sites
- More vocational choices.  (Vocational pathway)
- IVC is reaching out well.
- IVC is too far away.
- Glad that IVC is networking with the community.
- Bus – Long distance learning.
- Problems getting classes.
- Would suggest but distance is an issue.
- Need to make it easier for youth.
- Should offer fun classes.
- A bridge between high school and college.
- Give motivation early.
- Need expansion (curriculum).
- External campus (Winterhaven).
- Success “continues”at IVC!
- Distance
- Reaching out to the community.
- Size.
- Access to courses
  Articulation.
  Better equipment.
- Would like to see a large tech. Center.
- Quality upper level courses.
- More core courses.
- Wider range of courses.
- Dormitories.
- More challenges.
- Upward Bound offered (San Pasqual).
- Speech Therapist
- Psychologist
- Put in a campus!
- Three-dimensional art courses.
Short-term classes taught locally.
Summer mini-courses locally taught.
Customer service.
Hospitality/Hotel Management
Security/First Aid/CPR

- Focus group member and their families attended IVC.
- IVC instructors teaching at San Pasqual.
  Friday/Saturday classes.
- Nursing
  P.O.S.T.
  Welding/Shop Class
  Music
- Science
  Parking
- Catalog (mail)
  Do not get paper (county).
  Do not get information.
- E-Mail
  Other newspapers (Yuma Daily Sun).
  Local Radio
  Counselor’s visiting (Quarterly)
  Personal appearance.
- Community Access to internet
  District lab
- Foundation board member (needed) currently served by Proxy.